Structure of competition announcement
«Jizzakh RENC» JSC announces open competition for the position : General director
For participating in this contest are invited citizens of Uzbekistan or any other foreign country, who express
interest in taking part in this screening process.
Information about the company:
 name: - Joint-stock company «Jizzakh regional electric networks company»



sector: -Energetics
manufactured products/services: - carries out distribution and sale of electricity to customers within the territory of
Jizzakh region.
 market share : - The Company appears a natural monopoly that determines the dominant position in the commodity
markets, a stable market position and the lack of competition.
 strength sides of the company: -JSC «Jizzakh RENC» is a natural monopoly in the market of electricity sales in
territory of Jizzakh region competition is absent. Price regulation policy is implemented in coordination with the
Ministry of Finance of the Republic of Uzbekistan.
 Address: -130106, Republic of Uzbekistan, Jizzakh region, the city of Jizzakh, Navruz mahalla, Bogzor street, house
60.

Website: jizzaxhetk.uz
Description of open position:
 job title: General director of the company
 tasks: Realizes overall management of all activities of society in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of
Uzbekistan and the Charter of JSC «Jizzakh RENC»,orders and guidance documents of the JSC «Regional elektrikal
pover netvorks».
Functionalresponsibilities: -The general management of industrial, economic and financial activities of the Company;
- take measures for provision of the qualified personnel to the company, the best use of the knowledge and experience of
workers, the creation of safe and favorable labor conditions, observance of environmental protection legislation of the
environment.
 type and the term of the contract: After an approval of the candidacy in General Meeting of Shareholders of the
Company within 10 days signs an employment contract by the Supervisory Board for 1 (one) year to the next ordinary
general meeting of shareholders
Requirement for candidates:
 age: from 28 to 50
 sex: male, female
 education: higher on the corresponding specialty
 experience of working: not less than three years of work experience in senior positions in the relevant field.
 professional requirements : Higher (technical or engineering-economic) education, organizational skills, knowledge
of the rules and norms of labor protection, safety, industrial hygiene, fire protection and industrial safety. Experience
negotiating with top officials of the company. Languages: Uzbek and Russian -free possession Possibility travel on
mission. Knowledge of legislation, practices and principles of corporate governance.
 Deadline: The documents of candidates are accepted within 23 (from 7 aprel till 1my) days from the date of
announcement of the competition.
 Contact person (phone, email, etc.): -Phone: (72)2222719;fax: (72)2223756. -Email: info@jizzaxhetk.uz.
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